We present an analysis on the blurring, electrical and optical properties of nanostructures fabricated by stencil lithography and their application for biomolecular sensing. We analyze the effect of the stencil-substrate gap on the blurring, then we present the fabrication and electrical characteristics of nanowires on plastic substrates, and finally, we demonstrate the application of nanodots for biomolecular detection based on plasmon resonance. To study the effect of the gap, we have designed and fabricated stencils having plateaus with apertures at different heights. The measured blurring of the structures is ~200 nm for a 40 µm gap. We have also observed a decrease in the thickness of the structure as the gap increases. Using stencil lithography, we have fabricated Au nanowires and arrays of Au nanodots. The nanowires were deposited on plastic substrates, having widths down to 80 nm and lengths up to 20 µm. The electrical resistivity of the wires is 7-10 µΩcm. Finally, we have deposited Au nanodot arrays on glass and silicon substrates. The arrays contain nanodots 65 nm and 100 nm in diameter with different spacing between them. The localized surface plasmon resonance wavelength of the dots is ~800 nm. These arrays have been successfully used as biosensors, showing a resonance wavelength shift when biomolecules bind to the structures.
INTRODUCTION
Stencil Lithography (SL) is an emerging patterning technique based on shadow mask deposition that allows the fabrication of nanostructures such as metallic nanodots (NDs) and nanowires (NWs) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since SL does not require any resist processing, it offers great flexibility concerning the materials and substrates that can be patterned. It also reduces the number of steps required for the fabrication of nanostructures. On the other hand, SL still faces challenges like the blurring of the deposited structures and the clogging of the stencil apertures [5] .
The schematic representation of the metal deposition through stencils is shown in Figure 1 . The stencil is fixed on top of a substrate, followed by the evaporation of a metal that will pass only through the apertures. This process transfers the aperture pattern from the stencil to the substrate as a metallic structure. Whereas conventional resist-based lift-off requires coating, baking, exposure, development and the final lift-off, SL only requires fixing the stencil and evaporating the metal. These advantages allow the use of stencil lithography on substrates with chemically or mechanically fragile structures that can be damaged by energy radiation, chemical solvents or mechanical contact. It also allows the patterning on high topography structures where spin coating is difficult. As examples, SL has been used for the deposition of organic molecules and for the patterning of substrates with selfassembled monolayers and cantilevers [1, 6, 7] . However, the resolution of stencil lithography is limited due to the blurring and the stencil-substrate gap. Due to the geometry of the source-stencil-substrate configuration, the size of the deposited structure is larger than the actual size of the aperture in the stencil. Once the material lands on the surface, the material can also spread laterally since there are no physical barriers restricting the movement of the atoms.
In this contribution, we have studied the blurring of the deposited structures as a function of the gap using special designed stencils that allow a controlled variation of the gap. Then, we present the fabrication of metallic nanodot (ND) arrays and metallic nanowires (NWs). The NWs have been deposited on polyimide, parylene and SU-8 and characterized electrically. The ND arrays have been deposited on silicon and glass substrates and used for biomolecular detection based on localized surface plasmon resonance. 
BLURRING AND GAP
The blurring due to the gap between the stencil and the substrate is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 . Due to the geometry of the source-stencil-substrate configuration, the width of the deposited structure W is larger than the aperture size A. We will define the blurring as the difference between the width of the deposited structure and the stencil aperture (B=W-A). Since the mean free path of atoms in gas phase in typical evaporation conditions (T=300 K and P=10 -6 mbar) is ~100 m [8] , a line of sight trajectory for the atoms from the source to the substrate can be assumed. This allows using simple geometry to estimate the blurring. If the distance D between the source and the substrate is much larger than the stencil-substrate gap G, and G is much larger than the membrane thickness, then the blurring can be approximated as B=GS/D [5] . In order to have a controlled variation of the gap, we have fabricated stencils that contain steps and plateaus with apertures at different heights. This kind of stencil is shown schematically in Figure 2 .a and allows the deposition of structures varying the gap in a single evaporation. Using this kind of stencils, we have deposited 60 nm of Al by electron beam physical vapor deposition (PVD) on silicon substrates with their native silicon oxide surface layer. The deposition was done at room temperature and at 10 -6 mbar at a deposition rate of 4 Å/s. The stencil is a 2x2 cm 2 chip with 200 µm x 300 µm membranes and is fixed on the substrate by adhesive tape. The distance D between the source and the substrate is 1 m, and the distance G o between the chip and the substrate is ~ 3 µm. The total gap G is obtaining by adding G o to the gap ΔG due to the profile of the membrane Figure 2 .b-d shows three nanowires deposited through nanoslits located in three different plateaus of the stencil. For larger gaps, the structures lose resolution and become wider. The Tapping Mode Atomic Force Microscopy (TM AFM) profiles of the structures shown in Figure 2 .e reveal how the structures get broader and the thickness reduced for larger gaps. The blurring B=W-A is plotted versus the gap in Figure 2 .f. The blurring follows a linear behavior as expected, with a slope of B vs G of ~0.0048. From this value, and knowing the distance D=1 m, we can extract a source size of ~4.8 mm. This is a reasonable value since the spot size of the e-beam heating the material source in the evaporator used is ~5 mm in diameter. These results prove that the blurring model based on geometry gives a good approximation for the size of the structures deposited by stencil lithography at different gaps. 
NANOWIRES ON POLYMER SUBSTRATES
Using stencils with conventional flat membranes, we have deposited Au NWs on polymer substrates. The stencils consist of 100 mm diameter full wafers with 100 nm low stress silicon nitride membranes. The membranes contain slits ranging from 1 to 20 µm in length and from 2 µm down to 50 nm in width. These apertures were patterned by electron beam lithography and silicon nitride dry etching. The slits were defined in between large (~5 µm) stencil apertures to facilitate the electrical contact of the nanowires. Figure 3 .a shows a stencil aperture, with a nanoslit in between the larger apertures.
As substrates, we have used polyimide (spin coat), SU-8 (spin coat) and parylene (vapor deposition) on silicon wafers as support. The substrates had predefined electrical contact pads to allow electrical measurements. The stencils were aligned and fixed on top of the substrate, followed by the deposition of 45 nm thick Au by electronbeam PVD. The depositions were done at room temperature and 10 -6 mbar at a rate of 4 Å/s. Figure 3 .a shows a stencil with a nanoslit in between two large apertures and Figure 3 .b shows the structure deposited through this aperture. The deposited structure consists of a nanowire in between two micron size pads, corresponding to the aperture in the stencil membrane.
Figure 3. (a) SEM image of a stencil aperture in a LS SiN membrane. (b) SEM image of a Au nanowire deposited on polyimide through the aperture in (a). (c-e) SEM images of 45 nm thick NWs deposited through stencils on polyimide, parylene and SU-8 substrates.
The obtained nanowires have widths down to 80 nm and are between 20-40 nm wider than the corresponding stencil apertures. ( 1) and the length and the thickness are known. The extracted resistivities are ~10 µΩcm for NWs deposited on parylene and SU-8, and ~7.5 µΩcm for NWs deposited on polyimide. The higher resistivity of these structures compared to bulk values for Au (2.5 µΩcm) is presumably due to size effects such as grain and surface scattering of conduction electrons. These results demonstrate that SL is a technique useful for patterning of nanostructures on plastic substrates. 
NANODOT ARRAYS FOR BIOSENSORS
Using stencil lithography we have patterned arrays of Au nanodots. The stencils are chips 6x6 mm 2 , containing 100 nm thick silicon nitride membranes with nanoapertures defined by electron beam lithography. The stencils contain arrays of 50 and 100 nm diameter holes, with different spacings between them (50 to 300 nm). The lateral size of the arrays varies from 10 to 30 µm. Figure  5 .a shows a stencil membrane with 50 nm holes. The stencils were fixed on the substrate (silicon or glass) followed by the deposition of 80 nm thick Au by e-beam evaporation at 4 Å/s. Figure 5 .b shows the deposited structures. The dots are ~65 nm in diameter, ~15 nm larger than the holes in the stencil.
The nanodot arrays have been used for biomolecular detection. The detection is based on the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in nanostructures [9] . The wavelength resonance λ R depends on several factors and is linearly dependant on the refractive index n of the media surrounding the nanostructures. In Figure 5 .c, the spectra in water of arrays of 100 nm nanodots with different spacing of ~100, 200 and 300 nm is shown. The peak of resonance is at ~800 nm and it gets broader for smaller spacing between the dots. These structures were used to perform biosensing measurements based on the shift of the LSPR wavelength when biomolecules bind to metallic nanostructures [9] . Figure 5 .d shows the change in resonance wavelength of the dots when PEL-PEG-biotin and streptavidin are added in a buffer solution. This shows an application of nanostructures fabricated by SL for biomolecular detection based on localized surface plasmon resonance. 
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this work show the validity of the geometrical model to estimate the size of structures deposited by stencil lithography. The behavior of the blurring indicates that by reducing the gap it is possible to increase the definition of the deposited structures. We have also shown the fabrication of nanowires with the expected ohmic behavior on plastic substrates, showing the potential of SL for nanoscale patterning on such substrates. Similarly, the fabricated nanodot arrays have been successfully applied for biosensing experiments using LSPR, demonstrating the application of nanostructures deposited by stencil lithography. Currently, we are working on compliant stencil membranes that reduce the gap between the stencils and the substrate aiming to reduce the gap and hence the blurring of the structures [10] .
